
2013 Revenue Summit - May 15-17 
Chicago, Illinois – Avenue Crowne Plaza Hotel

LMA has once again teamed with the Blinder Group 
to assemble a top notch, revenue-centric agenda for 
a three day Revenue Summit that has an uppermost 
priority - sending participants home with immediately 
actionable, NEW revenue generating strategies 
designed to drive top line growth and increase bottom 

line profits. This is not same old, same old; expect to 
be invigorated with fresh thinking and dynamic ideas 
that you can implement right away with your local 
SMB’s.  Now is the time to make your plans to attend 
this three-day event, kicking off May 15, at the easily 
accessible Avenue Crowne Plaza in Chicago, Ill.

 “Big is the key word here,” says LMA President 
Nancy Lane. “All sessions will focus on substantial 
revenue gains - not pennies on the dollar. This summit 
is designed to include best practices from a diverse 
mix of local media companies regardless of platform.”

Past participants praised the 2012 program with 
comments like ‘lots of value’, ‘well structured and 
professional’, ‘worth every dollar’ and ‘so many great 
takeaways’. Proven revenue guru Mike Blinder has 
worked closely with LMA to again craft a program 

specifically for local media companies and emphasizes 
that the new revenue ideas that will be presented are 
designed to be implemented with existing resources. 
“As much as I love the research and predictions that 
tell us where our industry is going; I like to focus this 

conference solely on how to make money with what we 
have today. We know there are changes on the horizon 
to come in audience, products and competitors. But, 
media managers need to still ‘hit their numbers’ each 
and every day, And, each session of The Revenue 
Summit will do just that!” said Blinder. 

What You Can Expect
The 2013 Local Media Revenue Summit has assembled 
the best case studies to showcase new and innovative 
revenue streams via a three-day workshop format. 
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Can You Use Some New Revenue?
Revenue Summit Coming to 
Chicago in May – ROI Guaranteed!

Last year’s Revenue Summit drew a crowd of eager and 
ambitious revenue responsible media professionals from 
sales managers to publishers who got what they came for 
– a meaningful ROI with actionable ideas. Post-summit 
reveiws included comments like ‘tremendous value’, 
‘fantastic resource’ and ‘well structured and professional’.

SOCIAL + MOBILE
EVENT PLANNED

Local Media Association , Borrell 
Associates and Local Search Association 
Team Up for this Premier Industry Event.

 See page 3 for details.

“I will plan on attending another 
one. Really strong speakers who 
are actually performing and 
getting the job done in the field!” 
Wally Burchett, Director of Revenue  
Development, GateHouse Media 

CALIFORNIA REVENUE 
SUMMIT IN APRIL
LMA and The Blinder Group are also 
providing the programming for the 
California Newspaper Publishers 
Association’s annual convention 
taking place in Los Angeles on April 
24-26. A different revenue summit 
program has been developed. 

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
•	 Reinvesting in the Core 

Product, Presented by Rob Curley, 
Orange County Register

•	 Digital Agency Success Stories
•	 Strategies for Pay Walls/Charging 

for Content
•	 Mobile Strategies
•	 Understanding SMB’s Needs & 

Opportunities & much more

LMA members are invited to attend the 
California event at  
CNPA member rates.  
Details and  
registration 
are found at 
www.localmedia.org.
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This month we sat down with David Arkin, Vice 
President of Content & Audience at GateHouse 
Media, to tap his knowledge about audience 
development, metered sites and Vine, Twitter’s 
new toy. Arkin has shared a trove of data via 
several useful links in this interview - to easily 
access them, view the March issue of Local 
Media Today digitally at www.localmedia.org 
under the News tab or download the free app 
for tablets and iPhones.

GateHouse Media publishes 78 dailies, 200 
weeklies, 95 shoppers and 350 websites.

Reach Arkin at: darkin@gatehousemedia.com; 
Blog: www.ghnewsroom.com/blogs/david-arkin; 
Twitter: david_arkin; Linked In: www.linkedin.com/
profile/view?id=26557541&trk=tab_pro GateHouse’s 
readership site: www.ghnewsroom.com

David Arkin
Vice President of Content & Audience at 
GateHouse Media

We believe this is a fairness issue. 
At a high level we want an abundance of content online, but we don’t want 

newsrooms posting content that isn’t generating traffic, meaning it’s not useful to 
their audiences.

We aren’t so concerned with doing different versions of stories, meaning a 
print and web version. In some cases this can be useful, such as just offering the 
bullet points to a city council story opposed to 15 inches. But generally, we’re not 
concerned with writing two versions. 

You and your colleagues have tested and researched the key drivers of 
audience and apply a studied approach to developing and managing content 
in that pursuit. What can you tell us about core areas for coverage that every 
local community publisher should be prioritizing in print?
 
Some key topics are no brainers for all markets, such as government, education, 
police and high school sports. But to truly understand how to cover those beats 
and what umbrellas underneath each of those major beats are worth your time, 
reader research is important. It can be as simple as a Reader Advisory Board. I 
wrote recommendations on how to create a Reader Advisory Board a few years 
ago, found at this link. http://www.ghnewsroom.com/newsroomhandbook/
x427983245/Web-Cube-Reader-advisory-boards

Ask readers what topics are most important and rank your beats based on 
that feedback. That feedback can help formulate the number of resources you 
put into beats. But ensure that you detail what readers really want from a specific 
beat. So if readers overwhelmingly want more education coverage, it’s crucial to 
understand what about your education coverage they want more of. Is that more 
test-score coverage? More school features, kids faces in the paper? Peel that onion 
back and then react with a restructuring plan that puts resources in the right 
spots. Be sure to tell readers what you have done and why.

Rules of thumb for content for the Web? In Mobile? In Social Media?  

Web: Should be all about news that’s happening now, community 
conversations around important topics and a heavy dose of multimedia. Our 
websites should not just feature information about what has happened in our 
communities, but there should be chances to discuss, debate, share and be 
entertained. Readers of our websites expect a menu of categories to pick from. 
We have to make it easy to get to those choices and interact with the content. The 
beauty of the web is there are so many entry opportunities to provide readers 
content in other areas they may not even expect to find on your site, such as 
invitations to live chats, niche content and games. Readers land there for a 
reason, but can spend lots of time on our sites if we offer enough relevant variety.

Mobile: Content on our mobile devices should really connect with where 
readers are. An example would be a post early Saturday that reminds those who 
are headed out for a parade that starts at 9 a.m. that 3rd Street is closed. Or at 
6 p.m. Friday, a post that offers an injury report update for the big high school 
football game that evening. That’s all content we are already creating, but we 
have to recognize in mobile that content has to be repackaged and pushed out 
at a logical time. We have to transition from an RSS machine to location-driven 
content. I wrote a blog about this topic last year (http://www.ghnewsroom.com/
blogs/david-arkin/x624616338/Memorial-Day-web-traffic-shows-why-we-need-
more-unique-mobile-content).

Social media: Be active. That’s the most important thing, and just like 
mobile, don’t just be an RSS machine. Be conversational. Connect with folks. 
Ask questions. Respond. People who use social media want to feel a connection 
and relationship with the person and business that is pushing something to 
them. Newspapers should make Facebook and Twitter part of their daily — and 
I mean seven days a week — operation. Weekend traffic is huge. This year, we 
are asking every GateHouse reporter to have a professional Twitter account and 
Tweet twice a day (http://www.slideshare.net/carlene_cox/twitter-basics-16180452) 
and every newspaper to post to their Facebook account (http://www.slideshare.
net/carlene_cox/facebook2013) five times a day. We are seeing huge increases 
in our referral traffic since working with reporters on their professional Twitter 
accounts and asking for more Facebook posts. In addition, we have been working 
with newsrooms on developing other forms of social media content like Storify, 
which has been extremely useful with capturing social conversations. Read our 
recommendations on using Storify (http://www.ghnewsroom.com/top%20stories/
x1489225652/Learn-how-to-harness-social-media-using-Storify). We’re hopeful 
these efforts that are resulting in high volumes of traffic translate into a new form 
of conversation with our readers.

Tell us about the role of community contributors in your development 
strategy? And please share any tips for developing and vetting citizen 
journalists. 
 
There are a couple of things in this area that we’re doing:

• Community blogs: We launched an initiative a year ago that resulted in more 

Audience Development 
Tips & Best Practices

 CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Connecting media and markets is what audience 
development is all about and of course, nowadays 
that means multi-media channels and quickly evolving 
forms of connection. Can you share your views on 
content differentiation for the various channels?
 
We have spent a fair amount of time on this area; in 
fact, an LMA article on this topic featured our approach 
to content differentiation a few years ago (http://www.
ghnewsroom.com/top stories/x1143353996/SNA-webinar-
What-papers-want-to-know-about-our-content-
strategy). 

Our view today is that generally most of those rules 
still apply, but local analytics should really drive those 
decisions. If in a market, a lifestyle feature is incredibly 
popular online, then it’s a no-brainer that it should go 
online. We still stand strong today on not putting police 
blotter online that names those accused of committing 
crimes, unless newspapers are following up on the 
developments around those cases. We recommend 
newspapers put up blotter of break ins, because it’s a 
public safety issue, but to not name the accused, again, 
because we don’t anticipate newspapers following the 
developments through the courts for such minor crimes. 

David Arkin and Nora Hicks, News Editor of Messenger 
Post Media newspapers (New York) discuss a content 
initiative recently in the newspaper’s newsroom. 
Messenger Post Media, located outside of Rochester, 
N.Y., includes a daily and nearly a half dozen weekly 
newspapers. 

7 Questions with David Arkin
Local Media Today is published in print 
and digitally by the Local Media Association, 
the only non-profit trade association in 
North America that specifically represents 
the needs and interests of local newspaper 
and media companies, their multi-media 
publishing entities and other community based 
affiliations. 

With a tagline of Innovate. Educate. Inspire 
LMA provides leadership for its members and 
support for their endeavors including their 
pursuits of journalistic excellence, sales and 
marketing expertise, audience development, 
community-centric initiatives and leadership 
values through the ongoing development and 
dissemination of powerful, innovative and 
valuable resources.

LMA Headquarters:
116 Cass Street  

Traverse City, MI 49684 
888-486-2466; 

Fax: 231-932-2985 
email: hq@localmedia.org 

www.localmedia.org
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For the past five years, my 
organization, similar to many of your 
companies, has been deeply engaged 
in developing new capabilities, more 
efficient business practices and a 

sound business model in planning for 
the future of our news organizations. 
The majority of our development 
resources, both people and financial, 
have been invested in the emerging 
digital business which has been tagged 
by Clark Gilbert, CEO of Deseret Digital 
Media (DDM), as “Transformation B.”

 At a recent LMA board retreat, the 
members of your board had a lively 
discussion around the importance 
of both Transformation A – the 
development and improvement of our 
print business, along with the need for 
dedicated effort and resources for the 
investment in Transformation B – the 
new model, “our digital business.”  

 How many of us have been focused 
solely on Digital First or Digital Best but 
perhaps at the expense of Print Best? 
What have we been doing to assess our 
customers’ interests and the value they 
derive from our print products?  What 
unstated wants or needs are not being 
fulfilled because we haven’t invested 
the talent, time and finances to allow 
our print business to evolve (and maybe 
even improve!)?

During our annual meeting last May, 
Clark Gilbert emphasized one of his 
foundational tenants at Deseret Digital 
Media, content strategy.  “Differentiate 

your content, invest where you can and 
be the best in the world.” For DDM, 
that is in six content pillars that they 
see as key to winning with their target 
audience. It is in those areas that they 
invest to win in both print and digital. 
Just recently, the Deseret News was 
recognized by the Alliance for Audited 
Media as the second fastest growing 
newspaper in the U.S. for increasing 
circulation 15.4 percent. The industry’s 
recognized innovation leader in the 
digital media transformation is also 
leading in our legacy enterprise, print. 

So, what is a content strategy and 
how do we apply it to many of our small 
community newspaper enterprises? 
For most of history, we have been a 
general news/interest medium. We 
have embraced a broad focus and while 
being the best in local news, we have 
not driven ourselves to be world class 
in the desired content areas for our 
communities. One of my colleagues 
said it best: “What is the religion of 
living in your community?” Not literally, 
but what are people in your area 
passionate about? With laser focus, how 
do we identify and deploy resources 
to be world class for our neighbors? 
This seems like a simple task, however 
choosing what to focus on means we 
must give up many of the activities and 
interest categories that have served 
us in the past. That is where I find the 
greatest resistance and challenge in 
moving our enterprises and industry 
forward.

One personal experience that 
reinforced the power of content focus/
strategy was how one of my daily 
newspapers tackled the challenge of 
falling revenue. In 2010, this operation 
was considering reducing publication 

days. The staff analyzed the profitability 
by day and determined Monday and 
Tuesday were the dogs. Instead of 
choosing to shutter those days, they 
attacked the problem by refocusing and 
developing content strategies based on 
key interests in the community. They 
decided they would own:

	Local Business - Monday

	Health and Wellness - Tuesday

	Farm to Table - Wednesday

	Fun and Living - Thursday/Friday

	Education - Saturday

	Local News - Everyday
 
Each day’s newspaper design and 

content (on page 1) leads with this 
focus. In simple terms, Monday and 
Tuesday, which were the two lowest 
readership days and previously financial 
losers, transformed over two years to 
become the No. 2 and No 3 days of the 
week. In doing so, the new strategy 
lifted all boats, so to speak, and all other 
publication days increased readership 
and profits. 

So what is the “religion” where you 
live and how is your media company 
serving the community’s interests and 
needs while delighting them through 
a laser focus in which we provide the 
best print product possible? Ask your 
editors/publishers this question: What 
is their content strategy? If it takes more 
than one page to describe, there is likely 
work to be done.

Recognizing the explosive growth and opportunities in local revenue relative to 
mobile and social, LMA just last month announced a powerful partnership with 
Borrell Associates and Local Search Association to jointly present the inaugural 
‘Social +  Mobile – Show Me The Money’ event this summer. The event will take 
place on August 21-22 in Chicago at the affordable and easily accessible Sheraton 
Chicago O’Hare Airport Hotel.

The revenue-centric two day gathering is planned by three of the industry’s 
most progressive organizations and is all about driving revenue in these arenas. The 
collaboration provides many benefits to LMA members including the ‘best of the 
best’ programming, the earliest opportunity to register for this limited seating event 
and members-only pricing to attend. Mark your calendars and look for more details 
by the end of the month.

“Social and mobile represent two of the biggest opportunity areas for local 
media companies,” said Nancy Lane, President of Local Media Association, “We 
created this event to identify the most promising revenue models and case studies. 
The collaboration with Borrell Associates and Local Search Association will enable 
us to identify the leaders across all media platforms.”

Expect to learn revenue producing social strategies on day one and dive deeply 
into the best money generating opportunities in mobile on day two.  Rest assured 
that the planning committee also recognizes that these two areas are intersecting 
more and more and will incorporate these synergies throughout the program.

“Lots of conferences bring ideas,” said Gordon Borrell, CEO of Borrell Associates, 

“but the smartest media managers place more value on 
viable business models.  This conference offers a laser focus 
on defining the revenue-producing models that work for 
social and mobile ventures.”

The Power of Three
LMA leadership is committed to helping members 

clearly see the opportunities ahead and this event is 
another example of how your organization is forging the 
path by recognizing the power of collaboration and the 
maximum intelligence that it will reap. By partnering with 
Borrell Associates and the Local Search Association, LMA is 
able to add significant social and mobile intelligence to its 
own deep arsenal of related resources.

“Bringing three industry leaders together for an 
event like this is exciting,” said Neg Norton, president, 
Local Search Association, “This joint effort will allow 
us to identify the best in the business when it comes to 
generating mobile and social revenue. It’s going to be a 
great couple days and well worth the investment to attend.”

Limited Seating
The program will be announced in late March at which 

time registration will be open. The conference is expected 
to sell out quickly and is being capped at 300 attendees. 

Sponsor and exhibit opportunities will also be available. 
Details will be coming soon. 

For more information contact Nancy Lane at 
nancy.lane@localmedia.org.NEG NORTON

GORDON BORRELL

NANCY LANE

Print Best – 
What is your
Content Strategy?

Show Me The Money!
Social + Mobile Event Announced for August
Local Media Association, Borrell Associates and Local Search 
Association team up for this important event

Robert Brown 
Local Media Association 
Director • President, Swift 
Communications

Editor’s note: We will feature a 
guest column written by one of our 
directors for the next six months.
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Special thanks to the Donald W.Reynolds Journalism Institute, Missouri School of Journalism,Columbia, 

MO for judging this contest and to Newspaper Toolbox for hosting the online contest entry platform.

NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR SPOTLIGHT

3RD PLACE
Stoney Creek 
News
Stoney Creek, ON
Metroland Media Group, Ltd.

Judges Comments:
The paper delivers an impressive 

breadth of coverage in a small 
package. Color appears available 
on most pages and best serves 
the robust advertising. The 
opinion and community voices 
pages are strong and lively.

Editors Comment: 
“I am extremely proud of the 

team, which works incredibly 
hard to deliver a strong news 
and advertising package to the 
Stoney Creek community every 
week. It’s nice to be recognized 
by a group of our peers; this 
award reflects our dedication to 
excellence.” 
- Jason Pehora, General Manager

1ST PLACE 
NEWSPAPER  
OF THE YEAR
The Sarasota 
Observer
Sarasota, FL
The Observer Group, Inc.

Judges Comments:
It’s difficult to evaluate 
content, typography and 
advertising separately in 
this tightly integrated, 
complete package of community 
coverage. It all works as one. A 
tabloid might appear small in 
size, but the news, feature and 
community coverage is broad 
and seemingly comprehensive. 
The headlines deliver, but it’s a 
combination of solid writing and 
effective typography. Overall, 
in editorial and advertising, the 
paper displays some of the most 
sophisticated typography and 
display in the category.

Editors Comment: 
Speechless. Slack-jawed. 
Shocked. Not one, but two 
of our newspapers winning 
Newspaper of the Year — the 
Sarasota Observer and Longboat 
Observer — left many on our 
staff frozen in disbelief. But once 
they thawed, you should have 
seen their Facebook pages. Our 
staffers were proudly passing on 
the news all over their social-
media connections. It was great to 
see how proud they felt by these 
honors

At the same time, the awards 
have inspired our staffers — to do 
it again!
- Matt Walsh, CEO/Editor/
Publisher

NON-DAILIES, 22,501-37,500 CIRCULATION

2ND PLACE
Chilliwack 
Progress
Chilliwack, BC
Black Press, Lower 
Mainland Publishing

Judges Comments:
The Progress is well 
organized and easy to 
follow. The coverage has a 
good mix of news, events 
and people stories. High 
quality color benefits a 
strong advertising package. 
Headlines are concise, clear 
and informative. Sports 
photography is especially 
eye-catching. 

Editors Comment: 
Given the challenges 
our industry has faced 
over the past few years, it 
was a pleasure to inform 
the newsroom about 
the recognition it had 
received. This kind of 
award comes about only 
through the dedication of 
the entire team – not only 
the newsroom, but every 
department that works to 
deliver an informative and 
engaging read, issue after 
issue.

The Chilliwack Progress 
recently celebrated its 120th 
anniversary, and is in the 
process of digitizing – in a 
searchable format – the first 
100 years of its publication. 
It his humbling to be part of 
that rich history.
-Greg Knill, editor

An elite group of twenty newspapers took honors in the coveted 2012 Newspaper of The Year contest and 
in this, the third installment of our ongoing spotlight, we are proudly saluting the winners in Class C which 
represents non-daily newspapers with circulation between 22.501 and 37,500.
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Coming Soon!
Basic Media Module 
Sales Certification 
Training 
Within the next several weeks, all LMA 
members will have the opportunity to 
access expert, professional sales training 
via a web-based Sales Certification 
training developed by LMA. Multiple 
online training modules, each dealing 
with a different aspect of media sales 
and management in 
the digital age and each 
including the most 
current research and 
resources are planned. 
First to be released 
is the Basic Media 
Module and its debut is 
expected at the end of this month. 
This module will include nine segments: 
Digital Marketing, Buying Cycle, Finding 
the Right Prospect, Communication 
Skills, Product Knowledge, Needs 
Analysis, Integrated Marketing 
Communicaitons, Overcoming 
Objections and Closing Skills. 

Pete Conti, LMA Sales & Marketing 
Director, is the driving force behind the 
development of this training and points 
out that the stakes are higher than ever 
when it comes to competing for SMB 
ad dollars. “There are more than 80,000 
sales reps from all types of media selling 

local advertising in this country,” says 
Conti. “And almost every one of them 
has a bag of digital ad products and 
services. With about $23 billion forecast 
in digital ad spending this year there’s 
a lot at stake and a well-trained and 
knowledgeable, digital sales staff, is key 
to bringing in more ad revenue and 
increasing local market ad share.”

Certification
This will be a no-nonsense training 
program and the web-based learning 
management system will enable 

managers to follow 
the progress of the 
reps undergoing the 
training curriculum. 
The training will 
conclude with an 
automated “test” to 
certify the students 

understanding and retention of the 
material, and once again managers can 
keep a watchful eye of this scoring. Reps 
receiving a 90% or better outcome will 
receive an accomplishment certificate 
recognizing their successful completion 
of the program.
Many LMA members previewed the 
upcoming Basic Media Module Sales 
Certification training at a mid-February 
webinar conducted by Conti. To get a 
taste of what you can expect, access the 
archived recording and presentation 
of this the webinar at no cost at www.
localmedia.org under the Webinars tab.

A thought-provoking program attracted more than 525 
local media executives to New Orleans in late February 
for the third annual Mega-Conference. The agenda 
included a healthy mix of topics covering all aspects of 
the ‘A-B’ transformation that is currently going on in our 
industry. 

Much attention was paid to the core and how to 
continue to transform and innovate on this side of our 
business. At the same time, new and evolving trends on 
the digital side were also covered. 

Earl Wilkinson, Executive Director and CEO of INMA 
delivered a fascinating keynote presentation that covered 

the key takeaways from his recent report News Media Outlook 2013. 
The INMA board has identified three main priorities for 2013: video, second-

wave mobile and revenue diversification beyond print advertising. They believe 
that video represents the top growth opportunity for the year. 

The highlights from this keynote were many. I thought I would share the ones 
that resonated the most with me:

• Culture trumps strategy 100% of the time – it’s all about the people. 
• Our reinvention is about the flexibility of our business model
• Culture change must include new ways to reward success.
• Print economics are going to weaken. With digital choices, customers will 

continue to shift.
• Never waste a good recession; accelerate everything. 
• The print audience is still strong and foundational. Print readers are: older, 

richer, well-educated, active seekers, habitual, brand-loyal. 
• ‘Too many products to market’ is a huge problem for our industry. 
• Marketing: It’s about them, not us. It is about conversation, not lecture. It’s 

about managing perceptions.
• Readers prefer value-added offers and memberships instead of 

subscriptions (LA Times and The Day are two interesting case studies that 
have started to sell via a membership model.)

• Mobile is about to explode worldwide. For most publishers 50% of their 
digital content will be consumed via mobile devices by 2015.  
Mobile + social = rapid engagement. 

• Smart phones are about utility. Tablets are about experience. 
In summary, Earl offered the following thoughts:

• Local media companies will need to fill the hole left by print advertising 
with ten or more new revenue opportunities.

• We must focus relentlessly on core competencies (not the products 
themselves.)

• Honesty is needed in our industry: we are not ready for 2017 therefore we 
must accelerate.

• Video is a huge revenue opportunity; mobile is an audience opportunity 
(that will eventually be monetized.)

For complete coverage of the Mega-Conference including access to some of 
the presentations, visit www.mega-conference.com. 

EXPERT COURT VALUATIONWITNESS
Testimony • Depositions • Declarations

follow us at www.twitter.com/kamengroup
• Custom Brokering For Media Organizations
• Print & Digital Media Valuations & Business Plans
• Direct, Interactive, Listing & Database Valuations
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info@kamengroup.com www.kamengroup.com
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INMA’s Earl Wilkinson got things rolling with his keynote 
presentation on the outlook for news media in 2013. 

Culture Trumps Strategy 
100% of the Time

NANCY LANE
President, LMA
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Choose CNS Printing as
your printing specialist.

At CNS Printing,
we specialize in
top-quality printing,
on-time delivery
and very competitive
pricing. Our goal
is to hit the bullseye
on every job,
for each and
every customer.

CNS Printing
7801 N. Central Dr.
Lewis Center, OH 43035

(614) 984-2088

Bullseye.

Innovation Mission Announced; 
Facebook among companies to be visited

A small group of key executives will have the opportunity to take part in the 2013 
Innovation Mission, sponsored by the Local Media Association Foundation, which 
is scheduled for June 2 to 7. In its fourth year, this study tour enables participants to 
dig deeply into the practices, ideologies and outlooks from a select group of innova-
tive companies visited over the non-stop six-day mission.

The full agenda is not quite finished but the trip will involve several stops in 
California and Colorado, including visits with Facebook in Silicon Valley. Other 
anticipated visits in California include Twitter, Craigslist and several Bay Area 
newspapers. In Colorado, the study tour anticipates visits with teams at Ad Taxi and 
the Denver Post.

The Innovation Mission is purposely limited to just 25 members so that 
participants have the opportunity to get up close and personal with the key leaders 
at the companies visited. LMA President Nancy Lane will be extending invitations 
to join this tour shortly – watch your inbox. Reservations will be accepted on a first 
come, first served basis.

Clark Gilbert  
to Keynote at 
Fall Conference
Hold on to your hats….come September 
and attendees at the Fall Publishers’ 
& Ad Directors’ Conference will be 
energized by the opening address 
from Clark Gilbert, President & CEO of 
Deseret Digital Media. Gilbert is widely 
considered to be the top innovator in 
local media today. You won’t want to 
miss the rare chance to hear directly 
from and interact with this modern 
media leader.

Another special aspect of this 
conference will be R&D Tuesday. A 
new program added to blend with 
the one-on-one meetings with media 

buyers on the 
same day, the 
R&D sessions 
will feature 
3 0 - m i n u t e 
presentations 
from a select 
group of R&D 
partners who 
will feature 
top revenue 
case studies. 

Visit with media buyers one minute & 
get new revenue ideas the next!

Of course, this is the conference 
that invites key media buyers to 
participate in one-on-one meetings 
with conference registrants. Mark your 
calendars now to be in St. Louis from 
September 17 to 20.

CLARK GILBERT
President & CEO of  
Deseret Digital Media

In LMA News…

Ballot Counting Underway
Bylaws Change will allow Digital Members

LMA members cast their votes last month on a bylaws change that would allow local 
news sites to become members of the association via a new category called “Digital 
Members”.  

The LMA board of directors studied this issue and spent the last year analyzing 
the current membership requirements for the organization and soliciting input 
from a diverse mix of LMA members. The board recommended a favorable vote and 
asked members to cast their ballots by the end of last month.

The emphasis for this new class of membership is on local news creation and 
is meant to encompass many of the digital products that are produced and owned 
by members of LMA. It also provides a solution for LMA members that convert to 
digital-only and allows them to remain members of the association. Many of the 
state press associations have already changed their bylaws to accommodate digital 
members and many others are moving in that direction. 

As this issue went to press the final tally was not yet complete but LMA President 
Nancy Lane indicated that the vote was only two short from passing with yes votes 
outnumbering no votes 10:1. It is expected to easily pass.
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In its February 
report, the Local Media 
Innovation Alliance 
tackles the most current 
trends in responsive 
design implementation. 
This next wave of design, 
which enables digital 
publishers to create a 
design that recognizes 
the device upon which 
content is viewed so that 

the content design can respond to that specific 
device with a custom-tailored experience, is 
increasingly used by local media and is not as 
complex as many think.

Author Chris Krug examines the origins of 
responsive design, what it is, how it’s come to be, 
what it serves to do and how it’s being implemented 
in the industry. The report provides an in-depth 
look at the Boston Globe’s big bet on responsive and 
the benefits that an all-in-one solution can have for 
local news companies. Several smaller papers and a 
broadcast company are also profiled. 

About LMIA
The Local Media Innovation Alliance is a 
subscription-based offering from the Local Media 

Foundation and is designed specifically to help 
media companies put innovation on the fast track 
by identifying promising trends in their earliest 
stages and providing the real-time tools to capitalize 
on these opportunities. Through extensive white 
paper reports, expertly conducted webinars and 
thorough case studies, members learn the latest 
intelligence to turn concepts into practices. 

Agility is a critical element of the Alliance and 
is a prime appeal for joining. Consistent with its 
goal of taking a short view of issues that are coming 
to the forefront, the LMIA calendar of topics is 
not set in stone. Instead, the Alliance identifies 
emerging and promising trends well before 
they’re considered conventional wisdom and 
utilizes experts to flesh them out and deliver the 
intelligence to members on a monthly basis. 

Pricing
All LMIA reports and companion webinars are 
available for purchase at the a la carte price of $259 
each. Alternatively, become an LMIA member and 
receive the annual subscription of twelve reports 
for $1750/year (single market media companies) 
or $3500/year (multiple market media companies 
– unlimited subscriptions and webinar seats). Full 
details and online ordering at www.localmedia.org 
or 888-486-2466.

Find out more at mediasolutions.gatehousemedia.com

GateHouse Media introduces solutions
to help media companies maximize
digital revenue opportunities

adhance media is a Private Ad Exchange bringing together community publishers to attract national
ad dollars at a higher rate. Any media company looking to generate revenue from digital ad inventory
should consider joining the many media partners already on board with adhance media.

Generate revenue from digital ad inventory

Bring your local customers onto a level playing field and help them compete with big businesses.
Propel Marketing can provide your company with digital services and solutions to sell to your small and
medium sized businesses.

Provide your company with digital services and solutions{

{

CHRIS KRUG
Report Author

Just released by LMIA:
Responsive Design Report
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Competing with beautiful weather 
and Bourbon Street, more than 100 local 
media executives  opted in to the Sunday 
afternoon bonus session to learn about 
the latest success stories and strategies 
surrounding digital agencies. 

Mike Blinder moderated this panel 
that purposely included executives from 
a wide mix of companies. 

Blinder opened with some 
interesting thoughts for the group and 
some observations about the dozens of 
workshops that he has been conducting 
in the last few months. 

According to Blinder, 18% of your 
advertising revenue should now come 
from digital. He also stated that 35% of 

your digital revenue should come from 
agency services. He pointed to Borrell 
data to back up these assumptions and 
noted that most of his clients are not at 
these levels yet. 

Blinder also emphasized the 
importance of social media in these 
digital agency offerings. With 79% 
of businesses using Facebook, it is 
important to be capitalizing in this area. 

When conducting workshops, 
Blinder says SMB’s want assistance with 
the following (in order):

•	 “Help me on Facebook & Twitter”
•	 “People are dissing me online.”
•	 “Google maps SUCK!! (Why am I not 

there?)”

•	 “My site is six years old.”
•	 “My site looks like crap on my 

iPhone”
•	 “My site is on page four of Google”

The three-hour program featured a  
Q and A session with six media executives 
that have launched digital agencies or 
digital agency services in their markets. 
The content focused on products and 
sales/structure. The entire presentation 
is available at www.mega-conference.
com (click on download presentations).

Top takeaways from the six profiled 
companies:

Propel Marketing
•	 Propel, a division of GateHouse 

Media, now has 125 FTE’s just 
dedicated to Propel (doesn’t count 
the newspaper reps that are also 
selling this).

•	 They have a large fulfillment team 
and do everything internally. 

•	 Responsive design sites are exploding 
right now and this is an area of focus 
for them. (See page 7 for more on 
‘responsive design’)

•	 On the social side they have a series 
of products to help their customers 
engage. They are having great success 
with Realtors and auto dealers in 
particular. 

•	 “Propel is about new customer 
acquisition for us and going after 
the other 85-90% of SMB’s that are 
not doing business with us” – Peter 
Newton, CEO, GateHouse Ventures. 

•	 In the bigger markets served by 
Propel, they hired digital-only sales 

reps. They provide one week of 
intense training including a lot of 
role-playing with these new reps. 

•	 They currently employ 45 Propel reps 
(mix of outside and telesales). 

•	 Their average order is $500/month. 
In GateHouse markets, they co-
brand Propel with the name of the 
newspaper. 

•	 Mobile sites are a great starter for 
existing GateHouse customers. They 
find it easy to train traditional reps in 
this area and then they can expand 
the offerings from there by bringing 
in digital expertise for the more 
complicated sale. 

•	 The digital expert often consults with 
the client over the phone as opposed 
to in-person. 

•	 GateHouse publishers have separate 
P&L’s for Propel and everything else.

•	 Advertiser workshops are very 
important to their overall strategy. 
They are investing heavily in these 
types of events. The purpose is two-
fold: to position them as the local 

market expert and also as a new 
customer acquisition tool. The goal is 
to get appointments; not close sales. 
They also give away a free reputation 
management tool. They get 80% 
appointments and then close 25% of 
them. They are looking to improve 
the closing ratio. 

AdTaxi
•	 AdTaxi is a division of Digital First 

Media that was launched three years 

Contact Al Cupo at al.cupo@localmedia.org for
R&D Membership information.

LMA Welcomes Our New
R&D Members:

www.affinityexpress.com www.admall.com

The captivating city of New Orleans welcomed more than 525 media executives last 
month for what has become a significant industry event, thanks in large part to 
the collaboration of three of the media industry’s leading associations. Local Media 
Association, Inland Press Association and the Southern Newspaper Publishers 
Association, with a local assist from the Louisiana Press Association, joined together 
to co-present the 2013 Key Executive Mega-Conference.

Over the course of four days, media pros enjoyed the ‘bon vivant’ of this lively 

city and an even livelier program that looked at several timely issues including the 
continuing multi-media evolution, doubling the profit of legacy TMC products, 
exploring new print formats and how specifically to start a digital services agency, 
and much, much more.

Over the course of the next few issues we will delve into several of the top 
presentations from this important industry event, starting with this month’s 
spotlight on Digital Agencies, a burgeoning new business model and revenue source 
for more and more media companies. 

Meanwhile, many of the presentations from the Key Executives Mega-Conference 
can be accessed at www.mega-conference.com.

KEY EXECUTIVES MEGA CONFERENCE 2013

Mega-Conference is Mega-Successful
Attendance up 12% over last year

Digital Agency Insights
Three-Hour Bonus Session Draws More Than 
100 Attendees at Mega-Conference
By Nancy Lane, president, Local Media Association 

Digital Agency Panel

Propel Marketing’s Peter Newton
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Conference Comments
I was really pleased with the Mega Conference this 
year. It has gotten better each year since its inception. The 
attendance was tremendous and the excitement about 
our industry is starting to resonate more and more as 
our member newspapers are beginning to improve their 

financial performance. 
I came hoping to find ideas on how to enhance our membership 

model within Schurz Communications and I think Steve Wagenlander 
hit a home run while giving me ideas on how to enhance our programs 
for our members within our company. I also wanted more information 
on how to improve our TMC products and Jim Hart was tremendous 
in helping me to see things that I never even thought of in the 34 years 
I have been in this business. I also wanted more information on how 
to move to modular advertising and Leonard Woolsey’s insights were 
extremely helpful.

These three sessions alone were well worth my investment of time 
and money to attend. I look forward to attending again in 2014.
Charles V. Pittman
Sr. VP Publishing, Schurz Communications, Inc.

I was encouraged by the passion and excitement of my 
newspaper colleagues who are embracing the future of our 
business with such innovative ideas.  I’ve already started 
putting initiatives in motion from the Weekly Newspapers 
Roundtable Discussion and the Double the Profit of your 

TMC sessions! 
I also plan to attend the Revenue Summit Program in Los Angeles in 

April to get even more great ideas.
Cindy Hefley, Director of Advertising, Wick 
Communications

The conference just wrapped up and certainly a very 
good one from a programming point of view and the 
attendance was very strong. Best opportunity to network 
with colleagues and suppliers that I have had in awhile. 
Well worth the investment in time.

Rick O’Connor
President & CEO, Black Press

The 2013 Mega Conference was chockfull of useful ideas 
that are actionable. Speaker after speaker presented many 
that publishers could adapt, modify or customize to their 
markets and needs.

From the bonus pre-conference session on digital 
agency services moderated by Mike Blinder on Sunday through to the 
final presentation, “The Modular Advantage” with Leonard Woolsey, 
publishers in the throes of innovation for both print and digital, 
drilled down to options they are having successes with in their shops 
and markets.

There were many light bulb moments. 
The conversations were real and on point. The ideas were concrete 

and offered real playbooks for implementation.
Whether it was luring SMBs with the strawberry margaritas of the 
Elkhart Truth’s Strawberry Agency, or the Paxton Media groups 
“modular” deals for mom & pop businesses, publishers, like me, left 
New Orleans less bewildered and more energized to embrace new 
things.
Jennifer Parker
Editor/Publisher, CrossRoadsNews 

It’s always good to gather and hear the trends in the 
industry.  I came back with several ideas from the 
Weekly/Small Newspapers Roundtable Discussions.  I’ve 
“borrowed” many ideas in the past and brought some 
home to try out again.  Kelly Wirges’ presentation about 

Leading Through Change was terrific.  I felt challenged and reenergized 
to create a world-class organization at our newspaper group.  
Doug Dixon, Advertising Director
 ThisWeek Community News

ago at the Denver Post. In the beginning 
they outsourced most of the services and 
then brought most things in-house over 
time. 

•	 According to Ad Taxi V.P. Brock Berry 
“The SMB’s trust us the most; they want a 
single source for these kinds of services. 
AdTaxi was one of the first to enter the 
digital ad agency services in the industry. 
Our products include: email marketing, 
advanced targeting, social media, creative & 
optimization, search, premium mobile and 
premium local (display + video).”

•	 They work on the “ad funnel” concept – 1st 
they generate awareness (search, behavorial 
targeting), 2nd they drive image (social), 3rd 
they do specific offers and 4th they increase 
revenue. 

•	 “When you own the acquisition and 
the retention piece, you really own the 
customer.” – Brock Berry

•	 Structure: With 76 daily newspapers and over 
1,000 sales people they use a combination of 
corporate digital help and local reps. They 
regularly make four-legged sales calls. 

•	 AdTaxi goes after larger customers such as 
hospitals, auto, real estate, etc. Travel is also 
a great category for them.  Their average 
order is $3,200/month. 

Strawberry Fields
 Marketing Agency

•	 Strawberry Fields is the digital agency that 
The Truth (Elkhart, Ind.) just launched.

•	 According to Kelly Bolyard, V.P. of Business 
Development, “this is a start-up business 
and must be run that way.” 

•	 They have outsourced to Guarantee Digital 
for most services but do handle display and 
external email marketing in-house. The 
outsource arrangement includes answering 
the phones with their name – Strawberry 
Fields. 

•	 They are not in favor of naming the agency 
after the newspaper. This limits your 
geographic borders. Strawberry Fields 
expects to do business in markets outside of 
Elkhart. 

•	 As for structure, they are hiring digital-only 
reps as Bolyard is “tired of trying to get print 
reps to sell digital.” Newspaper reps can sell 
for the agency if they attend an optional 
‘digital academy’ held on Saturdays and 
then pass a test. If they do, both logos 
appear on their business card. 

Civitas Media 
•	 Their strategy is “platform agnostic”. They 

own 35 daily newspapers and 63 weeklies, 
mainly in small markets. They do not agree 
with “Digital-First”. 

•	 They have one dedicated digital person in 
the whole company. In their small markets, 
they believe that the local reps are the best 
ones to sell and they should be selling 
bundles. 

•	 They use Radiate Media to create digital 
storefronts for SMB’s in their market. They 
also bring in The Blinder Group to conduct 
advertiser workshops (many of the panelists 
are also using Blinder for this purpose and 

reporting very good success).
•	 They pay all reps 10% commission up to 

goal and 20% on all revenue over goal. The 
mix (print versus digital) does not matter. 

Boone Newspapers
•	 Their program is called SLAM and includes 

social, local and mobile. 
•	 They don’t sell a la carte. They offer packages; 

they brand it as part of the newspaper 
and it includes print. It is an offensive and 
defensive strategy. Print is a big part of the 
package and they are not ashamed of that. 

•	 They use Vendasta for reputation 
management and report it to be very 
affordable. The bundle includes Facebook 
and reputation management. These are 
the two things that SMB’s in their markets 
are most interested in. This strategy is 
delivering $20K - $30K per deployment in 
very small markets. 

•	 They are using Local.com (they provide 
directories for free and rev-share with 
advertising sold). They sell packages that 
range $60-$100/week. 

•	 They have a 60% closing ratio from their 
workshops. The workshops “fill their 
funnel.”

•	 Localmediaworkshops.com is the site where 
people register for the Boone workshops. 
Managers get an alert each time someone 
registers and they are then pre-qualified. 

Gannett Local
•	 They started Gannett Local in Phoenix and 

have since rolled it out nationwide. It started 
as a telesales strategy to go after businesses 
with a certain lower spend level. 

•	 Their strategy is to have digital sellers tied 
to the outside reps. They provide extensive 
training and are comfortable paying double 
commissions (like many others on the 
panel.) They work hard to simplify the sales 
process. 

•	 They use a five-step model for their sales 
process: evaluate needs, build the solution, 
present & close, follow through, plan and 
prepare. The digital reps are focused on 
steps two and three. They want the local 
reps to be really good at the rest of it. 

•	 They believe that the customer doesn’t know 
what they need to buy and therefore the 
education process becomes so important. 

All of the panelists were using workshops to 
promote and sell their digital agency services. 
Blinder suggests that rooms be set with rounds 
(never theatre style) and to expect a 60% show 
rate. He also noted the average SMB brings 1.5 
people to the workshop. Most of the panelists 
were using workshops to develop leads. Very few 
were actually selling at the workshop. Providing 
something free to attendees definitely helps to 
boost attendance (like a digital ad spend report 
for their category of business).

Local Media Association will be following 
the developments in the digital agency space as 
a top priority for 2013. Please call on us for help 
or information in this exciting and emerging 
opportunity area. Nancy Lane is reached at 
(843) 390-1531 or nancy.lane@localmedia.org. 

KEY EXECUTIVES MEGA CONFERENCE 2013
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The program will feature a series of keynotes, roundtable 
discussions and interactive sessions created to help 
managers identify, understand and implement the top 
revenue producing strategies 
of the day. This event is 
perfect for publishers, 
ad directors, retail 
managers, digital managers 
and anyone charged 
with growing advertising 
revenue at their company. 
Participants are guaranteed 
to leave the gathering with 
new ideas to grow revenue 
or registration fee will be 
refunded.

The 2012 Revenue 
Summit drew reviews that 
cited  a program that drove new thinking and immediate 
revenue increases and 2013 participants can expect an 
equally praise-worthy agenda. Everton Weeks, President 
of Currow, Weeks & Associates, estimated after last year’s 
program that the average newspaper “could have walked 
away with a minimum of $500,000 to $800,000 in new 

revenue generating ideas.” 
Mark Mulholland, VP/Marketing & Chief Revenue Catalyst, Evening Post 

Publishing Newspaper Group, commended the program and the interaction with 
other participants as well as the R&D exhibitors. “I’ve been around the news media 
industry for longer than I care to admit, and can sometimes be a tough critic 
when it comes to the value of conferences and workshops.  But the 2012 Revenue 
Summit in Tampa was well worth the time and expense involved.  There were 
practical revenue ideas coming from all sides, including the formal presentations, 
the breakout sessions and roundtables, the vendors, and even good old fashioned 
conversations with fellow participants,’ said Mulholland. 

Some Highlights
Setting the tone for the gathering will be opening keynote speaker Kirk Davis, 
President & COO of GateHouse Media, who will talk about a subject he knows 
well: Driving Revenue at Local Media 
Companies. His company publishes 
hundreds of newspapers and 350 websites 
and is widely lauded for its focus on 
driving revenue across all media platforms. 
In this fast-moving, highly motivating 
keynote, he will talk about the best revenue 
opportunities that are out there and what 
it means to successfully manage and lead a 
local media company today.

In day two’s keynote, learn from Todd 
Handy of Deseret Digital about how they 
have revamped their telesales division and 
are now dramatically growing revenue in 
both print and digital. In his presentation 
entitled Telesales: The Million Dollar Baby he’ll share many insights from their 
studied and effective approach to telemarketing which today generates well into 
the seven-figures for the company and employs dozens of full and part-time 
employees. 

Numerous other sessions include:
•	 Building & Monetizing an E-mail Database (Matt Coen, Second Street and 

Scott Stines, mass2one) 
•	 Ten Hot New-Revenue Ideas from Europe (Andre Eckert, MediaHouse Austria) 
•	 Blocking & Tackling-Essential to Revenue Growth (Bill Casey, Sun-Times Media 

Group and Rebecca Capparelli, GateHouse Media)
•	 Digital Agency Services (Chris Edwards, Cedar Rapids Gazette, Kelly Boylard, 

Truth Publishing Company, Zach Payer, Informed Interactive/Evening Post 
Publishing Company) 

•	 Monetizing Social: Local Media Innovation Alliance Case-Study (Nancy Lane, 
Local Media Association) 

•	 And much more!
The full agenda, hotel information and online registration is at 
www.localmedia.org. 

 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Kirk Davis, right, is President & COO of GateHouse Media and will open this year’s 
Revenue Summit with a keynote on ‘Driving Revenue at Local Media Companies’. Davis is 
shown here at a 2012 LMA Conference sharing a moment with Anders Christiansen, CEO 
of Saxotech.

EVERTON WEEKS

MARK MULHOLLAND

“Very good 
summit. Great 

insights into 
many facets of 

advertising sales 
in our print and 
digital world.”   

Les Borgmeyer, VP of Sales, 
Columbia Daily Tribune

INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING AT THIS EVENT? 
R&D PARTNERS ARE INVITED TO CONTACT LMA’S 
AL CUPO AT AL.CUPO@LOCALMEDIA.ORG FOR 
DETAILS AND RESERVATIONS.

“A well structured and 
professional summit. 
I am so happy that I 
attended and made 

lots of notes to take 
home and implement 

immediately!” 
Buks Esterhuizen, Regional Manager, 

South Africa Lowveld Media
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The upcoming America East 
Technology & Operations Conference, running April 8 – 10 in 
Hershey, Pennsylvania, will feature several educational sessions 
including a presentation from LMA.

On Tuesday, April 9, Al Cupo, VP, Operations, Local Media 
Association and Shannon Kinney, Founder, GM & Client Services 
Officer, Dream Local, will present “Lessons from Around the 
World: Best Practices in Revenue Generation.”

They’ll explore case studies and best practices from around 
the world, featuring innovative programs in digital advertising, 
social media and search programs, audience growth, company 
transformations, sales structures and more. The session will 
include key takeaways and opportunities to get follow up 
specifics on each case study. 

With all the talk of digital agencies 
and the swirl of activity surrounding 
them, one thing is often overlooked: 
the conventional sales approach of the 
needs-analysis method. 

I once met with the owner of a small 
business for whom the newspaper 
company I worked at had helped 
develop a website many years before. 
When I asked him why he wanted to 
meet, he turned his monitor towards 
me and began pointing to things he 
didn’t like and which he wanted to 
change on his site. 

At that point I realized that I could 
have gone along with him and merely 
been a sales-taker, or a clerk controlled 
by my client. 

But my true job was to help him 
increase revenue, sales and profit, and 
in order to do so I had to be more like 
a consultant and so I redirected our 
conversation to that end. 

I began to ask questions, but I then 
offered some insights on how site 
design had improved over the years and 
that businesses in his industry were 
spending approximately 25 percent 
of their annual marketing budget on 
website maintenance, something he 
had not done in years. And I suggested 
that perhaps we needed an overall look 
at the current user-interface and what 
works on his website, and what doesn’t, 
before moving forward with Band-
Aids. I bolstered this with talk about 
new technologies now available and 
even pointed to some innovative eye-
tracking studies.

And so in taking this consultative 
approach, I controlled my urge to first 
sell him another website widget, or 

tool, or some 
other product 
in my sales bag. 
That would 
be traditional 
solution selling. 
What I did here 
was to challenge 
him to rethink 
his site goals. 
In doing so 
I replaced 

traditional “solution selling” with 
“insight selling”–a strategy that 
demands a radically different approach 
to your client relationship.

When you make contact with a 
prospect for the first time you should 
think about how you will frame the 
future of that relationship. We want to 
position ourselves from the beginning 
as someone more than an order taker 
or a fulfillment clerk. You want to be 
perceived as a partner that can bring 
insights to the business and thus 
increase the value proposition well 
beyond that of the competition’s. 

Years ago, selling traditional media 
meant product pushing. Ad buyers were 
well versed in buying print advertising 
and it was not a very complex purchase. 
Everything was pretty much a variation 
on placement and size.

Then came the digital-age. And 
selling Internet and mobile products 
forced most sales teams to move to a 
solution-selling strategy where you seek 
out current marketing concerns in a 
question-and-answer dialogue with the 
person responsible for advertising. This 
is often known as needs-analysis.

However, more and more, successful 

account executives are beginning 
to use an in-sight selling approach. 
This approach goes hand-in-hand 
with a strategy based on delivering 
provocative insights to a prospect. It 
differs dramatically from the product-
based selling that relies strictly on 
selling by features and benefits in a 
generic way. 

Many small-and medium-sized 
business owners are under immense 
pressures in all areas of their business 
and may not have the time or 
experience necessary to understand the 
complexities of digital marketing today. 

The key here is to identify if your 
client has progressed beyond basic 
digital marketing and needs assistance 

to uncover ideas that he or she may 
not have thought about before using 
provocation questions.

And by provocation questions, I 
don’t mean to suggest being impolite or 
disrespectful. You don’t want to make 
a prospect feel foolish or dumb. As 
you construct your questions do so in 
ways that will not provoke a defensive 
attitude. 

Provocation is insight selling. You 
are using innovative, disruptive ideas 
to frame the conversation, uncovering 
new needs that the prospect may have 
not thought about up to this point. 

The path to this insight approach 
requires continuous learning and 
education. You have to know what is 
going on in the industry and always 
be sharpening your digital marketing 
tools. You need data and research to 
back up your provocative insights. 

This novel insight-method is 
an about-face from everything we 
have been taught in sales for so 
long. Perhaps even disruptive to the 
traditional way we sell advertising.

“The concepts of insight selling 
are discussed in-depth in the soon to 
be released LMA Sales Certification 
Program.” 

PETER CONTI
Sales & Marketing  
Director • LMA

Time For Disruptive Selling?

I replaced traditional 
“solution selling” with 

“insight selling”–a 
strategy that demands 

a radically different 
approach to your client
           relationship.       

http://americaeast.panewsmedia.org/schedule-of-events

LMA-Sponsored 
Session at 
America East
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A man near and dear to this organization’s heart has been honored for the mark he is making in local 
media. Kirk Davis, president and COO of GateHouse Media, will be the recipient of Borrell Associates 
2013 Award of Merit for outstanding leadership and innovation in local media.  He’ll receive the award 
at this month’s 2013 Local Online Advertising Conference at the Grand Hyatt in New York City.

“Among all this year’s nominees, Kirk Davis stood out in an exceptional way,” said Gordon Borrell, 
CEO of Borrell Associates.  “He’s provided leadership in such a way that I don’t think we’ll be calling 
GateHouse a ‘newspaper’ company much longer.  With the creation of Propel Marketing, he’s taken his 
company out of the ‘disrupted’ column and is making GateHouse a disruptor.”

 “What a bold move to start a new business unit with a separate brand, staff and structure and 
hire 100 FTEs,” said Nancy Lane, president of the Local Media Association, who put Davis’ name in 
nomination.  “He’s a gutsy, bold leader who’s deserving of this honor.”

Davis joins top local media executives from Fisher Communications, Deseret Media and CBS Local 
who have been past recipients of the innovator’s award. Borrell pores through dozens of nominees 
and issues the award annually to an executive who’s taken an innovative path to help a local media 
company in its digital transformation.

“I’m honored to share this award with our leadership team and employees,” Davis said. “I’m grateful 
for the amazing job they do and for this truly humbling recognition.”  He said he feels privileged to 
work for a company that “embraces the thrill and challenge of innovation, and to work with a group of 
executives who are incredibly talented, but also passionate about the opportunity at hand.”

Davis is a longtime media executive who has served as publisher of newspapers in Pennsylvania, 
Massachusetts and California.  He was named president and COO of GateHouse Media in January 2009. 
Davis’ service to the industry also includes many years on LMA’s board of directors which culminated 
in his service as chairman in the 2005-6 term and his leadership within LMA was characterized by 
integrity, intelligence and a genuine passion for the industry and the people in it. 

Local Media Today Editor Deb Shaw 
caught up with Kirk Davis on the heels 
of the announcement of the Borrell 
Innovation award for a ‘quick hit’ 
interview. 

One of the elements that drove 
your selection for Borrell’s Award 

of Merit was the creation of Propel 
Marketing including the guts to make 
a significant start up investment in this 
venture. Tell us about the driving forces 
behind giving this program the green 
light. And, what do you know now that 
you wish you knew when you started 
this initiative?

The driving force behind investing 
in Propel Marketing stemmed from 

a field survey done by our publishers - 
800+ top-to-top interviews with SMBs 
- that helped us appreciate that our 
customers/advertisers were interested 
in our helping them acquire more digital 
tools and competency. They felt a need 
to better understand emerging digital 

services and trusted that we would serve 
them well if we sought to provide them. 
That said, given our SMB penetration 
at the time, we realized this was an 
opportunity to vastly expand our reach 
among SMBs, diversify our revenue, 
and potentially develop a platform that 
transcended our geographical reach. As 
for the investment and “guts” aspect, 
as much as such ventures can pressure 
short-term finances, I think we felt more 
anxiety around not identifying a smart 
growth path. 

As far as what we know now that we 
didn’t know then... 

There are certainly no shortages of 
ways to package and price the various 
services we and our partners are 
offering. And, of course, we may find 
new products make sense to include 
in the future. So among our biggest 
learnings - and this persists - is how 
we go to market and balance pricing, 
packaging and product mix. It’s exciting 
to test and learn from various strategies, 
but we know it’s critically important to 
get right.
 

You’ve been a proponent of 
disruptive innovation for many 

years now and no doubt this has 
become a core philosophy driving 
your leadership. How do you instill this 
approach to doing business in your 

company, and more specifically, how do 
you help your team break the old molds 
of thinking and behavior in favor of the 
‘new normal’?

Yes, a proponent of disruptive 
innovation, but more a student. 

And I’ve yet to graduate! We’re fortunate 
to have great leaders in the field, so 
we look at our corporate culture and 
expect that we must invest the time to 
find ways to innovate and evolve our 
business. A few particulars - we have 
executives devoted to innovation and 
emerging strategies, we established a 
“ventures” group to liberate staff from 
our more traditional media work, and a 
few new businesses we’ve started have 
benefited from terrific consultants. That 
said, you know when making key hires 
when you are going to be taking a ride 
- and you aren’t sure where to - exactly. 
Our successful private exchange, 
adhance media, is a perfect example of 
that. I was on Monster late one night 
reviewing talent and saw an executive 
background that I thought would widen 
our horizons. And Michael Moreau (VP 
Digital) has.

 I do spend a lot of time - chief 
recruiting officer stuff - hearing what 
people think they could do for us. I try 
to really listen, and lead while being 
led. I must say though that Mike Reed, 

our CEO, is great to work for. He’s 
always pushing - all of us. So plenty of 
“motivation” from him too.
 

Finally, I know you ‘drive with your 
brights on’ and are always looking 

to the future. Can you share any insight 
or words of wisdom for local media 
company leaders about what you’re 
seeing?

Well, there’s probably too much 
talk about transforming sales 

organizations compared to transforming 
a media asset’s management perspective. 
An entrepreneurial leader can see so 
many opportunities and leverage so 
many relationships in a community. 
Morale, vision, new products, events, 
sponsorships, new publishing models, 
personal involvement in every 
department, alliances, new services - 
OMG - it doesn’t stop. In fact, prioritizing 
the possibilities is the hardest thing. 
But...

It does start with that leader. If that 
leader hasn’t transformed, nobody else 
is going to. Publishers just have to do 
one thing these days - be responsible for 
everything. Kidding aside, you have to 
love a great publisher. Damn tough stuff. 
Thankfully we have a lot of good ones. 

Local media is a good space. It’s a big 
playground.

GateHouse is one of the largest publishers of locally based print and online media in the United States as measured by 
its 78 daily publications, 261 weekly newspapers, 92 shoppers, 6 yellow page directories and more than 400 locally focused 
websites and mobile sites. GateHouse Media currently serves local audiences of more than 10 million per week across 21 
states. The company’s business model is to be the preeminent provider of local content and advertising in the small and 
midsize markets it serves.

Last year, GateHouse launched Propel Marketing (www.propelmarketing.com), a local online marketing company 
providing digital solutions to small and medium sized businesses. GateHouse Media also launched Adhance Media, a private 
ad exchange that brings together media companies who are looking to maximize revenue from excess ad inventory. 

GateHouse COO Kirk Davis Wins 
Borrell’s 2013 Innovator Award

A

Q

Three Quick
Questions for 
Kirk Davis A

Q

A

Q
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TAHLEQUAH DAILY PRESS 
GETS NEW PUBLISHER 
David Compton, a 15-year newspaper 
industry veteran, has been named 
publisher of the Tahlequah, Okla., Daily 
Press.

Before joining this CNHI newspaper, 
Compton was group publisher of 
four Brown Publishing Company 
newspapers in Ohio.  He previously held 
key management positions with Boone 
Newspapers, Journal Register Company 
and Community Newspaper Holdings 
Inc.

“It’s a pleasure to welcome David 
to Tahlequah to lead a great staff,” 
said Terry Connor, a CNHI senior vice 
president. “He brings a tremendous 
amount of experience and a lot of 
enthusiasm to this good community 
newspaper.”

Compton is a Texas native and 
graduate of Vincennes University in 
Indiana, where he received a degree in 
business administration and marketing. 
He and his wife, Brianne, have a son, 
Noah.

STRATTAN PROMOTED
IN NEW ENGLAND

Associate 
Publisher and 
Editor Lisa 
Strattan has 
been appointed 
publisher of 
GateHouse 
Media New 
England’s 
SouthCoast-
based 
operations, 

including The Herald News in Fall River 
and the Taunton Daily Gazette, as well 
as overseeing GateHouse’s ethnic weekly 
publication, O Jornal. 

“Lisa is a creative and innovative 
leader with a proven track record of 
success,” said Sean Burke, president and 
group publisher of GateHouse Media 
New England. “She brings a passion 
and commitment to everything that she 
does, which will serve her well in her 
new role, and our company well as she 
assists our senior management team in 
setting our course for success.”

Strattan has been editor-in-chief of 
The Herald News since 2003 and the 
Taunton Daily Gazette since February 
2010.  More recently, she was named 
associate publisher and editor-in-chief 
of the group in May 2012.  

GELDIEN BECOMES 
PUBLISHER IN SEATTLE
Sound Publishing, Inc., who just 
recently acquired the Seattle Weekly, has 
named Wendy Geldien as its publisher. 

Wendy moved to Seattle in 1993 
and began work at Seattle Downtown 

News. She began work at Seattle 
Weekly as the club advertising 
representative in 2001 and moved 
through the organization as ad 
manager, the arts and entertainment 
ad manager, marketing director, ad 
director and associate publisher.

Based in Washington State, Sound 
Publishing newspapers, classified 
publications, and partner newspapers 
serve western Washington and western 
Oregon communities. Sound’s expansive 
household distribution blankets the 
entire Greater Puget Sound region, 
extending northward from Seattle to 
Canada, south to Salem, Oregon, and 
westward to the Pacific Ocean.

PACIFIC PALISADES 
ENTREPRENEUR BUYS 
LOCAL NEWSPAPER

Alan Smolinisky, 
a resident of 
Pacific Palisades, 
has acquired 
his hometown 
newspaper, the 
Palisadian-Post. 
The weekly has 
been chronicling 
the lives and 
events of Pacific 
Palisades since 

1928 and Smolinsky says it will continue 
to do so for a long, long time. 

“Pacific Palisades is my favorite place 
on Earth, and the Palisadian-Post is my 
favorite newspaper,” said Smolinisky, 33. 
“I have a moral obligation to make sure 
this newspaper arrives every Thursday 
for as long as I live.” 

Smolinksky acquired the paper 
from Small Newspaper Group based in 
Kankakee, Illinois. 

SOUND PUBLISHING TO 
BUY EVERETT DAILY 
HERALD
Sound Publishing, Inc. has signed an 
agreement with the Washington Post 
Company to acquire the Everett (WA) 
Daily Herald, a 46,000 circulation 
daily and Sunday newspaper and its 
other print and online products. The 
transaction is expected to close  early 
this month.

The Herald has been owned by the 
Washington Post Company (WPO:NYSE) 
for 35 years and is a leading provider 
of local news and information for the 
Snohomish County area. 

“We are thrilled to have The Daily 
Herald join our growing family of 
newspapers,” said Gloria Fletcher, 
President of Sound Publishing.  
“The Herald is a very well respected 
newspaper and it is a great fit with our 
print and digital products serving the 
greater Seattle area.”   

SANDUSKY ADDS 
KEY NEW POSITION 

Eric Janssen 
joined the 
Sandusky 
Newspaper 
Group as vice 
president 
of audience 
development, a 
newly created 
position 
announced by 
Doug Phares, 

president and COO.
Janssen’s an enthusiastic digital 

media leader who began his career at 
The Commercial Appeal in Memphis 
working with a small team (two other 
people) to launch the newspaper’s 
“New Media” department in early 2000. 
While at The Commercial Appeal, Eric 
led the company to sales successes, 
audience growth, content innovations 
and cultural transformation. His 
passion for journalism and the ever 
changing digital landscape has 
fueled his work to drive audience and 
revenue for such companies as E.W. 
Scripps, Media General and Freedom 
Communications.

D
&
V
M
LANDMARK MEDIA ENTERPRISES
HAS SOLD

We are pleased to have represented Landmark Media Enterprises
in this transaction.

GREENSBORO (NC)
NEWS & RECORD
58,000 daily circulation
86,000 Sunday circulation

TO

BH MEDIA GROUP
a subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway

Dirks, Van Essen &Murray
Santa Fe, NM t: 505.820.2700 f: 505.820.2900
www.dirksvanessen.com

MEMBER NEWS

ALAN SMOLINISKY

ERIC JANSSEN

LISA STRATTAN

And don’t forget to check 
Local Media Association 

out on Facebook!

Company, event and 
people news can be sent 

to editor Deb Shaw at 
debshawlma@gmail.com

Today
wants to hear 

from you!
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than 1,500 community bloggers becoming active participants on our websites. Folks 
blog on whatever they are an expert in: food, politics, sports and parenting. The blogs 
offer fresh new voices for our websites and make for interesting excerpts in print. I often 
refer to community bloggers as the new letters to the editor and/or guest columnist. 
We’ve seen community bloggers create real followings in our markets. That takes picking 
the right topic, promoting the bloggers effectively and thinking about them like they 
are staff members. That last point is important 
because newspapers that think about promoting 
their bloggers or including their content in their 
packages get the most out of their bloggers. 
For example, if you wrote a feature story on pet 
adoption, having a few tips in a breakout box from 
your pet blogger with a promotion to their blog is 
a great way to brand the blogger and offer readers 
a different voice on the topic. It takes energy and 
work, but the rewards are pretty sweet. Here’s 
some information on our strategy: http://www.
ghnewsroom.com/initiatives/community-blogging/
x782945000/2011-Inner-Circle-expectations-
Community-blogs).

• Generating photos and stories: For a few 
years, we have had a User Generated Content 
initiative that encourages newspapers to seek 
stories and photos from readers. I did a webinar on 
this a year ago that you can find here (http://www.
suburban-news.org/News/tabid/158/articleType/
ArticleView/articleId/104/Callouts-for-UGC.aspx). 
We have built pages that are dedicated to this content, featuring the best of reader 
photos, stories and a callout for submissions. And now we have seen newspapers take 
reader involvement social, like this example from The Repository in Canton, Ohio .

Please comment on how you are monetizing digital content. Your view of paywalls? 
Please share any pertinent experience or experiments in this arena and especially any 
hindsight wisdom.

While consumer revenues are an important and growing part of our business, the 
vast majority of our digital revenue comes from advertising.  Local and national 
display advertising has fueled our growth in recent years, while Classifieds continue 
to contribute a sizable amount of revenue. GateHouse offers a comprehensive suite 
of products to advertisers ranging from search and reputation management to highly 
targeted display campaigns, on-site and off.  Advertisers value our audience and data has 
made it possible to deliver the exact consumers they want to reach.  Our combination 
of high-quality journalism, brand-safe local content, cutting-edge technology and an 
engaged audience is very appealing to advertisers.

We have been quite aggressive on the meter front. Rick King, our Vice President 
for Consumer Marketing, is championing this area for us. We have meters set at the 
majority of our daily newspapers. We are still figuring out the right model for the number 
of sections to be metered and the number of stories that should be free each month. 
Understanding the number of readers by market who reach our threshold each month 
and how many actually become paid subscribers is something we’re analyzing on a 
daily basis. We do think there is a significant opportunity for our company in this space, 
and we’ll continue to test and experiment with this as we attempt to understand reader 
behaviors.

On the content side, we’re fairly confident that creating levels of premium content, 
which to us means new streams of content, is crucial to the success of this program. 
While we believe many are willing to pay for our content online, offering those who 
need a little nudge a little extra content they haven’t received before could be just what 
we need to really see digital subscriptions take off. We’re still in the development and 
exploration stage of premium content but see opportunity in live chats, databases and 
content partnerships, to name a few.

What can you tell us about Vine, Twitter’s new toy? Any tips to get going with it?

I am in love with Vine. The six-second video tool gives newsrooms an opportunity to 
really innovate and tell stories in a new, very fun way. Here are a few tips on how to use it:

• Offer a quick sports score or a video by a sports reporter on who they think the 
player of the game was

• Use it promote a story that folks can find online later or in the paper the next day
• Tell readers you are working on a specific story and that you are looking for sources
• Ask a coach to use five words to capture how big tonight’s win is
• Ask a reporter to share what they are working on that day
• Have a reporter give an update from a breaking news story “1 hurt in 3rd Street 

accident, follow me for more updates.”
It’s great fun to see journalists and news organizations playing with this new feature. 

There are lots of lessons to learn on what works, what engages and what doesn’t. 
Journalists should try it out. They should fail. And they should try again. It’s part of the 
innovation process.

Finally put yourself in the shoes of the publisher/editor of a small market media 
company. Limited resources, small staff. What are some of the base strategies you’d 
employ to drive audience across all of your channels? 

It’s easy to put myself there, because I have been there. I have worked at weekly papers 

and managed five-person newsrooms. So I understand the resource challenges. With that 
being said, there are four things that I would focus on:

• Write about the big stuff: Today, we simply can’t cover everything the way we used 
to. Newspapers have to face that reality and prioritize their coverage appropriately. This 
means making decisions about what you’re going to attend and how far out you’re going 
to go to cover something. Newspapers need to recognize that their resources have to go 
into what is going to deliver the biggest bang. Decisions can’t be based on how a small 
group of loud readers react. We want to make decisions that move our products forward.  
That means looking at every meeting and festival and school event and deciding if a 
story is necessary or if a called-in brief can get the job done. How can you resource your 
reporters to cover things that make readers feel smarter, the kind of stuff that makes 
someone spit out their coffee in the morning, the “did you read this” kind of stuff? That’s 
what matters. The enterprise stuff matters. Newspapers have to start saying “no” to 
covering the process-oriented things and figure out how to use community partners and 
technology to get that kind of content in the paper, so they can cover things that create 
big value for readers.

• Involve readers: As I mentioned earlier, involving readers in helping you make 
decisions about what to cover is extremely important. And ensuring they have a 
significant place in the pages of your paper and website is equally as important. There 
should be pages dedicated to reader news, their photos, their stories, their poems. I know, 
editors would never accept poems in the past, but why not? Put them in your lifestyle 
section. Reader involvement takes time. They’re not just going to come to you. You have 
to work for them. You have to build sources to get this content, work the schools, work 
clubs and work businesses. But once you build the streams, the content has the potential 
to really change the feel of your print and digital products. Here’s a blog I wrote about 
the importance of reader content (http://www.ghnewsroom.com/blogs/david-arkin/
x1298139165/Space-resource-for-managing-reader-content-has-big-pay-off).

• Be social: If your newspaper isn’t on social media today, get there and get there fast. 
People don’t want to just consume news and information, they want to talk about what 
they’re consuming. Social media is where that’s going to happen. Being active on social 
media and using tools and plug-ins on your websites to integrate those conversations 
is an important step to take if your newspaper wants a seat as a community leader and 
advocate.

• Use multimedia: If video isn’t something you’re thinking about daily in your 
newsroom, change that today. The importance of video in mobile is an unbelievable 
story to watch. Readers expect it. GateHouse Media newsrooms have really upped their 
video game. We are producing thousands of videos a month. It didn’t used to be like that. 
But we came up with a strategy that made it doable for any-size newspaper to create 
valuable video. Read our strategy here. (http://www.ghnewsroom.com/blogs/david-arkin/
x1160485681/Why-GateHouses-newsroom-video-production-is-jumping) Video isn’t scary. 
The right approach that’s focused on one-minute shoots and heavy on breaking news, 
has the potential to build audience and provide an important, new form of storytelling 
for your readers.

Recently, a long time Business Opportunity 
advertiser called me to ask some questions about 
placing a second ad, in addition to the one he is 
already running.  I wanted to know more about his 
preference for print and he shared that the online 
marketplace is saturated and although he may get 
a lot of leads,  they are not quality leads.  A lot of 
scammers, and a lot of other websites, classified 
outlets contacting him to place his ad in their 
product.   

He said that his cost per lead is much higher with 
Classified Avenue, however, his closure rate and the 

quality is also much higher, making it the most cost effective way for him to 
advertise.  

Interesting, isn’t it?  How can we turn this into a good thing for classifieds?  
Can we lower our costs to lure people back in and maybe market ourselves a 
little better?  Concentrate on categories that work well in print & online? 

One thing our papers excel at is community news & information.  So, 
maybe have small classified categories placed in certain sections that pertain 
to that category. i.e.,  If you run a travel section, put a small travel/vacation 
home section on the bottom, or run alongside in the last 1 or 2 columns.    
Same with a Business section.   Even doing it once a month, or once a quarter 
where you can really market it to the right advertisers to build it, is worth it.   
Unconventional? Absolutely, but hey, what have you got to lose? 

Our print audience is valuable and thinking a little bit out of the box to 
help advertisers reach this target can only mean a win/win for everyone! 

DEANNA LEWIS
Director of Sales, LMA Staff
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We’ve changed our name. not What We stand for.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations is now the Alliance for Audited Media. An alliance for

informed decisions, more intelligent data, and industry professionals who know smart

media is audited media. It’s all about publishers, advertisers, and agencies coming together

to bring accountability and confidence to the new world of media. To find out what the

Alliance for Audited Media can do for you, visit auditedmedia.com/thenewaBc

This publication proudly stands with thousands of other

members of the new Alliance for Audited Media.

The New Audit Bureau of Circulations

AAM-1957 Resize 4C Local Media Association Rebrand 120112.indd 1 11/12/12 5:38 PM
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RelevantContentForYourReaders
We’remore than justmagazines.
We’reyourcontentpartner.

Relish–
The go-to destination for celebrating
America’s love of food.

AmericanProfile–
Aweekly visit with the people, places
and things thatmake America great.

Spry–
Inspiring healthy lives full of vitality,
energy and confidence.

Toadd theseaward-winningmagazines to your editorial package, call 800.720.6323Ext 135
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